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WELCOME
Starting as Hardwood Floors magazine in 1988, we are now changing our
name to Wood Floor Business — a new brand independent of the National
Wood Flooring Association.
For nearly three decades, we have been dedicated to providing wood flooring
professionals with the news, information and insight they need to guide their
businesses and help them grow. This commitment to excellence has resulted
in a continual growth and deepened relationships with our advertisers.
We are excited to continue our commitment to being the leading resource
and media platform in the industry, and we have created the 2017 Advertising
Toolbox with you in mind. This new and improved version of our media kit
can be used as a tool to plan for strategic success in the coming year.

CONNECTINGYOUTO DECISION MAKERS
Wood Floor Business allows you to get in front of your customers through
our print and multiple digital channels that build engaging, powerful
relationships with key decision makers who buy your products and services.
We are devoted to being your premier marketing partner by providing you
with the full gamut of marketing solutions designed to connect you with new
business opportunities and drive your marketing ROI to new heights.

New Name. Same Trusted Industry Resource.

ON THE COVER
PHOTO CREDIT:
MIRAGE FLOORS
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29 YEARS OF LEADING EDITORIAL CONTENT

Wood’s Hot: Hardwood Flooring’s Beauty &
Durability Make It the Ultimate in Home Decorating 1988
Florida Floorers Rebuild After Hurricane Andrew

Customers Are Asking for Cork
& Bamboo — Are You Ready?

1993

1995

2000 100 Years of Wood Flooring
2001

Taming the Buffer: Understanding the
Beast Creates Better Sanding 2003

Exotics Behaving Badly: Avoid Common Callbacks
with Imported Species

2004 Trees Are the Answer: Why Using Trees is Good for Saving Our Forests
2006 The Lowdown on the Latest Low-VOC Polyurethanes

2007

How Wood Flooring Inspectors Get It Wrong

2011

2012

Complying with the
EPA’s Lead Rules
2016

21st Century Tech: Tools for the New Millennium

2003 A Growing Threat? Mold May Jeopardize the Health of You & Your Business

2010

Beyond Bamboo Basics: Gain a Deeper Understanding of this Flooring

Now Showing: Computer-Aided Design Helps
Customers Visualize Floors

1999

2002

Tips on Sanding Wood Floors with
an Aluminum Oxide Finish

White Floors: Often Problems,
But With Loads of Potential

1991 Parquet Mastery: Successful Parquet Installation Requires Planning

Adhering to the New Adhesive Rules 1996

Changing Channels: Wood Flooring
Distributors Adapt to Shifts in the Marketplace

1988

What is Really Causing
White Line Syndrome?

2013
2015

Engineered 101: Understand the Fundamentals of
Engineered Flooring
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OUR REACH:

*

PRINT
97.5%

97.5%

of our readers
find the magazine
useful in their jobs

77%
of our print readers
are the owner,
president or CEO of
their company

AUDIENCE BREAKDOWN

43%

41%

Installer/Contractor
Sander/Refinisher

7% 6% 3%

Retail Floor
Covering Stores
Manufacturers
Importers/Exporters
Distributors
Manufacturer Representatives
Other: Interior Designers
Builders/Architects/Inspectors

*As of 10/26/2016

23,500

AUDITED PRINT SUBSCRIBERS
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SOCIAL

DIGITAL

50%

increase in daily, active
web users since 2015

4,211

E-News

Custom E-Mail

Website

45%

34%

99.5%

AVERAGE TOTAL OPEN RATE
trending 2% higher
than in 2015

AVERAGE TOTAL OPEN RATE
trending 2% higher
than in 2015

INCREASE IN UNIQUE
WEB VISITORS
compared to last year

6,614

likes

connections

449

291,000
+
2.4
MILLION+
TOTAL PAGEVIEWS ON AVG PER MONTH
TOTAL YEARLY VISITS

4,500

2,527

followers

followers

subscribers

+
18,332
+
SOCIAL MEDIA CONNECTIONS
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PRINT:

MAGAZINE OPPORTUNITIES
FACT: A 2016 INDEPENDENT SURVEY
found that print magazines are the #1
way today’s buyers stay up-to-date on
new products.

Wood Floor Business is sent 7 times per year to 23,500 audited subscribers, 77% of whom are the owner,
president or CEO of their company. We have continued to provide incomparable value to our readers with timely
articles to keep them up-to-date on the latest industry news and trends, and we strive to connect them to the
products, services and solutions they need.

In fact, 75% of our readers indicated
they read Wood Floor Business to learn
about new products and services.
(source: ReadEx report 2016)

SPONSORED CONTENT

Clean, flat & sound: tips for
SPONSORED CONTENT
preparing concrete subfloors
Don't skip the sealer coat

Y

■ New Products

BY GRAEME ROSEN

OU WALK IN the house to start your
glue-down hardwood floor install. The
builder has assured you the place is
“ready to go.” The parts of the subfloor
you can see are covered in paint overspray and
drywall mud. This is where you start rolling
your eyes and think, “Here we go again.” Walking across the floor feels more like you are in a
skateboard park than on a floor that is flat and
ready for hardwood—plenty of high and low
spots. The area of the subfloor that is bare looks
awfully smooth. Water drops just sit on top of
the concrete rather than soak in. You realize you
have a lot of work to do before you can start your
installation. You know that the subfloor needs to
be “flat, clean and sound.” How will you get this
headache of a subfloor ready for your beautiful
new hardwood? Here are a few tips that can help:
GET THAT FLOOR CLEAN. That means you
need to remove all the contaminants. Get rid of
all the overspray, drywall mud and who knows
what else off of the floor.

ASSESS THE FLOOR FLATNESS. Mark the
high and low spots. Now you are ready to grind
down the highs and fill in the lows. Make
sure you use an approved cementitious leveler
applied according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Don’t forget to prime before you pour!

Tools designed to help
make your concrete
slab subfloors flat and
clean can be a timesaving investment.
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CONSIDER USING A GRINDER. Using a 16-grit
diamond under a multi-disc grinder will allow
you to remove contamination, reduce high
spots and produce a proper
surface
profile that
By Matthew
Hudson
will give you a good surface where the adhesive
can bond. This tooling will openREATING
up a powerA BEAUTIFUL hardwood floor is a balance of scitrowelled floor and remove anyence
concrete
sealers
and art.
Whether refinishing an existing floor or laying
from the surface. We like using new
a grinder
that it takes a keen eye and experienced hands to
hardwood,
will get right to the wall, because
it
allows
us to
create
durable
floors with results that delight the homeownprofile the field and edge
with
onethe
walk-behind
er. Yet
even
most seasoned professional knows that the right tools
machine.
and products can make the difference between delight and disaster.

To be included, send a high-resolution image and a 50-word
description of your product to editors@hardwoodﬂoorsmag.com.

PALLMANN’s Pall-X Color is a onecomponent sealer that contains no dyes or
coloring agents but still intensiﬁes the color
of any wood species, the company says. The
product is designed to replicate the look of
oil-modiﬁed sealers.

BONA US’ SuperCourt Cleaner is a
professional-strength, non-toxic waterborne
cleaner designed to clean unwaxed ﬂoors
ﬁnished with polyurethane. The product is
concentrated at a ratio of 128:1 and features a
built-in measuring chamber for ease of use.

MP GLOBAL’s Sound Buffer acoustic
underlayment offers full subﬂoor coverage while lessening impact sound and
ﬂoor-to-ceiling noise. Sound Buffer can be
used under hardwood ﬂooring, engineered
ﬂooring, LVT and laminate.

www.pallmann.us

www.bona.com

www.mpglobalproducts.com

ADHESIVES, FILLERS, FINISHES & SUBFLOORS

Advantage Coatings Tech

C

DRITAC FLOORING PRODUCTS LLC’s
MegaBond is an eco-friendly ﬂooring
adhesive for cork ﬂooring and other resilient
ﬂoor coverings. MegaBond offers high
moisture resistance and shear strength, and
it contains no VOCs or solvents.

Here are a few refreshers on the key functions of a sealer:
CONSIDER THE RISK. You are probably
thinking, “Great, now
weSealing
need tothe
bewood,
concrete
thus minimizing the pull or migration of tannins
finishing experts!” The reality
of our
trade is we
These may be present in the wood and end up
and other
extractives.
are responsible for the floor
wefinish
install.
If weWithout a sealer, the finish could discolor, may
in the
coats.
install over a subfloor that
indusnotdoesn’t
adheremeet
or may
show decreased performance due to the effect of
try requirements, we arethe
held
responsible
when
extractives.
This
is particularly true on an oily and resinous spethere is a failure. It is notcies,
worth
gambling
with or exotic.
whether domestic
this assumed risk.
 Providing a good base on which to build your finish coats. Finish

www.dritac.com
FORTIFIBER BUILDING SYSTEMS
GROUP’s Accord is a
sound-rated ﬂooring
pad that is mold- and
mildew-resistant. It
features an integrated
edge tape that speeds
installation while
blocking moisture, the
company says.

without a sealer will soak into the wood, requiring extra finish coats
CHARGE FOR YOUR VALUE-ADDED
SER-With a good sealer coat, the finish sits on top of
(and extra expense).
VICE. Obviously, preparing
subfloor
the asealer
and properly
wood, providing maximum protection, build, depth
takes time, skill and proper
and equipment.
beauty whileNone
also prolonging the life of the finish and the wood
of those things are free. floor
We need
to charge for
underneath.
this specialized—and
essential—service.
This is unfavorable reactions between the wood
Minimizing or preventing
a value-added service you
can
provide
your
Theto
chemistry
of a proper sealer and its associated finand
finish.
customers. When explaining
it is helpful
ishes this,
are usually
quite different since the sealer is formulated to be
to remember we didn’t ruin
their
subfloor
… wood.
applied
directly
to raw
however, we can fix it!
to
Whether
Reducingthey
timehire
and you
expenses.
Sealers cost less than finish and also
fix it or decide to hire someone
else,
the bottom
dry faster,
reducing
the overall time and expense to complete the job.
line is it needs to be prepared
properly
before color. Because the color and appearance of
 Producing
the desired
they can have their hardwood
floor
installed.
wood can
easily
shift during the staining and refinishing process,
You can be the solution atoproper
their problem.
When to achieving the perfect color. Sealers can
sealer is critical
you provide that solution,
you improve
the color, enhance it or change the color, giving
preserve
the natural
quality of your workmanship,
your proa floorincrease
a three-dimensional
look and vibrancy that finish alone
fessionalism and boost your
profits.
■ Today’s floor color trends include everything from
cannot
achieve.

7/19/16 12:49 PM
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Arboritec’s Avenue is a unique
two-component finish that offers
patented ceramic-fortification
technology that helps it stand up
better to the abuse of commercial
environments, the company says.

arboritec.com

SEE OUR AD ON PAGES 9, 53

SEE OUR AD ON PAGES 4, 47

Bona US

DuraSeal

Bona’s industry-leading waterborne finishes have always been
VOC-compliant and healthier for people and the environment
than most other finishes, the company says, adding that
along with unsurpassed durability and beauty, when using
Bona waterborne finishes, there is no need for the homeowner to vacate during the finishing process. Bona’s waterborne
finishes are also Greenguard-certified.

DuraClear is a Greenguardcertified finish available in
satin, semi-gloss and gloss.
It is a single-component
water-based, non-ambering
product with exceptional flow
and leveling, and is manufactured in the United States, the
company says.

www.bona.com

www.duraseal.com

www.fortiﬁber.com

VIRUTEX’s TM33S is a combination miter
and table saw ideal for ﬂoor installers on
the work site, the company says. The saw
diameter is 11.8–12 inches, and the saw has
a cutting range of 6.3 by 3.7 inches or 7.9 by
1.8 inches. The table saw rests on top of the
miter saw.

www.virutex.com

WATERLOX
COATINGS
CORP.’s Wood
Surface Cleaner is
for cleaning wood
surfaces ﬁnished
with the company’s
resin-modiﬁed tung
oil. The cleaner is
sprayed onto the
surface and wiped
off. It requires no
rinsing.

COLUMBIA HARDWOOD’s Wimberley
engineered hardwood collection features
rustic and antiqued ﬂooring that resembles
reclaimed wood. The ﬂooring is doublestained and wirebrushed, and it is available
in oak and or hickory.

www.columbiaﬂooring.com

Top photo, Todd Schutte, Bona director of professional product development, and Bobby Mohr,
technical services & training specialist, demonstrate
sealer application. Second photo, Bona DriFast Stain
in a custom blend of 50 percent Grey and 50 percent
White on white oak.
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Finitec Canada

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 59

Harco Clear Finishes
Harco Clear Finishes’ Envision is a 350-VOC, low-odor,
oil-based polyurethane designed with flow and leveling
properties not previously seen in a VOC-compliant, oil-based
clear wood finish, the company says. The product can dry
overnight. It is available in super high gloss, semi-gloss and
satin finishes.

www.harco
coatings.com

www.waterlox.com

natural and whitewashed for a fresh-looking floor to greys and rich
This article was paid for by WerkMaster
&
blacks for aGrinders
sophisticated,
urban look.
Sanders Inc., where Graeme Rosen is sales manager. For
more information, visit www.werkmaster.com.
Take to heart the importance of incorporating a sealer into your

This article was paid for by Bona US, where Matthew Hudson is national sales &
market manager for finishes. For more information, visit www.bona.com.

Arboritec USA Inc.

ACT 1 waterborne finish is a clear
single-component product that
works over stain. The eco-friendly
formula provides a high-durability,
fast-drying, and exceptionally resilient wood floor coating without
the need of an external crosslinking
agent, the company says. It is available in matte, satin, semi-gloss
and gloss.

advantagecoatingstech.com

Once the stain and finish are selected, it’s critical to ensure a reliable
USE DUST CONTAINMENT.
Whentogrinding,
sealer is added
the mix. A proper sealer will make all the difference
make sure you use proper
containment.
in thedust
finished
product, as it provides a number of advantages, such as
Silica dust is dangerous—you
don’t
want it in potential reactions between the wood and the
preventing
or minimizing
your lungs, and you don’t
fill your
finishwant
and to
helping
thejob
finish achieve maximum durability and beauty. In
site with dust. That can
be acases,
difficult
andfloor
expenmany
a wood
stain can also serve as a sealer, but some stains
sive clean-up.
may still require a sealer coat over the stain before finish is applied.

refinishing protocol as a promise to deliver all the beauty and aesthetic
hardwood floors have to offer. A proper sealer and finish combination
offers
unbeatableoorsmag.com
floor protection and a world of new color options for
www.hardwoodﬂ
craftsmen and floor owners.
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Top Surface is a high-performance, water-based finish for wooden sport
floors. The two-component finish fully cures in seven days and features
an excellent build and
very high gloss, the
company says. It is part
of a complete finish
system for wooden
sports flooring that
ensures performance.

www.finitec-inc.com
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SPONSORED CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

PRODUCT FOCUS

Position your company as an expert in the industry with an
unbiased and informative article, bringing value to our readers.
With copy and images provided by you, this opportunity will
give your company the long-lasting print and digital exposure
you need to stay top-of-mind and encourage interaction with
potential customers in print, online and via social media.

This is the best place to showcase
new product introductions, as well
as improvements you have made to
existing products. New products are
featured in the magazine, in the WFB
E-News and on the WFB website.

Build brand awareness by highlighting your
products to key decision makers who look to
Wood Floor Business for guidance on the best
products in the industry. Advertisers receive
enhanced listings.
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PRINT SIZES
FILE INFORMATION
FULL PAGE

SPREAD

Bleed: 8.25” x 11.125”
*Live Area: 7.25” x 10.125”
Trim Size: 8” x 10.875”

Bleed: 16.25” x 11.125”
*Live Area: 15.5” x 10.125”
Trim Size: 16” x 10.875”

Mike Rimrodt is the Director
of Marketing for Aprilaire

PREFERRED FILE
FORMAT
PDF/JPEG/TIFF
(without crop marks)
PHOTOS AND GRAPHICS
MUST BE:
HIGH RESOLUTION
(300 DPI CMYK COLOR)

1/6 PAGE
Vertical
2.1875” x 4.875”

1/2 PAGE
Vertical
3.375” x 10”

COVER OPTIONS
1/2 PAGE

1/4 PAGE

1/2 PAGE

Vertical
3.375” x 4.875”

Horizontal
7” x 4.875”

Island
4.5” x 7.5”

1/3 PAGE
Vertical
2.1875” x 10”

2/3 PAGE
Vertical
4.5” x 10”

1/3 PAGE

* Live area must be .375”
in from trim on all sides
(for full-page and spread
bleed ads only).

Square
4.5” x 4.875”

Custom solution pricing, packages and multiple insertion discounts available.
Visit info.woodfloorbusiness.com/rates to learn more.

For the ultimate branding
solution, Wood Floor Business
offers several high-impact cover
treatments and publication
inserts that are sure to be
noticed. Do you have a special
request or idea to maximize
your impact? WFB works with
you to find the best solution for
your need and budget.

“As an advertiser with
Wood Floor Business,
we’ve been fortunate
to be able to grow the
presence of our brand
within the hardwood
flooring industry. We’ve
worked well with the
editorial staff to bring
salient content to the
readership. The staff
have also connected
us to experts in the
industry to further
educate its readers on
the value our brand
brings to the table.”

“Kendra and the editorial
staff have been good
consultants for us as we first
began advertising in this
new channel; connecting
us to the right sources as
needed for editorial, trade
show presence and other
educational opportunities.”

Mike Rimrodt is the Director
of Marketing for Aprilaire

Meet Mike.
Director of Marketing
at Aprilaire

Learn why he relies on
Wood Floor Business
to reach customers
and prospects.

“As an advertiser with
Wood Floor Business,
we’ve been fortunate
to be able to grow the
presence of our brand
within the hardwood
flooring industry. We’ve
worked well with the
editorial staff to bring
salient content to the
readership. The staff
have also connected
us to experts in the
industry to further
educate its readers on
the value our brand
brings to the table.”

“Kendra and the editorial
staff have been good
consultants for us as we first
began advertising in this
new channel; connecting
us to the right sources as
needed for editorial, trade
show presence and other
educational opportunities.”

PRINT:

THE CONTENT

Meet Mike.

FACT: 93% of professionals find print
magazines to be desirable for many reasons:
• portable
• reliable
• up-to-date info
• tangible medium
• convenient
• not a screen
(source: Martin Akel & Associates study 2013)

Director of Marketing
at Aprilaire

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY REPORT

MANUFACTURERS

Learn why he relies on
Wood Floor Business
to reach customers
and prospects.

MYTH: PRINT IS DEAD.

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY 2016

I

The Biggest Threats*

n January, an online survey was sent to all NWFA-member
wood flooring manufacturers. Here are the results.
2015 Results
Manufacturers say their sales (in dollar volume)
last year were…

46%

Up somewhat
29%
About the same

Last year:
30% up dramatically
59% up somewhat
7% about the same
4% down somewhat
0% down dramatically

Competing
Asian
manufacturers

17%
The
economy

21%
Decreased
somewhat

42%

33%
Stayed the
same

21% Other

this question five
years ago that the
economy wasn’t
the greatest
threat reported

42% Increased staff
21% Reduced marketing/advertising
29% Increased it
13% Reduced # of SKUs
50% Increased SKUs

WOOD IN DESIGN

by respondents.

You need to know where
the product is coming
from and if they are
following regulations.

Increased
somewhat

A DAY IN THE LIFE

21% Reduced staff
This is the first
time since HF
started asking

Last year:
30% the economy
26% competing Asian manufacturers
15% government regulation
11% competing floor coverings
7% other
7% political climate
4% competing American and Canadian manufacturers

Manufacturers say the prices they paid for raw
materials last year...
4% Increased dramatically

• none answered “down dramatically”

25%

17%
Government
regulation

Raw Material Costs

4% Reduced production
50% Increased it

4% Political climate

13%
Competing
floor
coverings

Among the manufacturer respondents
who said sales increased in 2015,
the median increase was 10%.

8% Up
dramatically
17%
Down
somewhat

2015 CHANGES

Wood flooring manufacturers answered
that their biggest threat is:
4% Competing American and
Canadian manufacturers

Should LEED Change?
Should the LEED green building program recognize
other wood flooring certifications besides FSC?

29%
No

71%
Yes

• none answered “decreased dramatically”

2015 Prices

Future Pricing

Lacey Opinions

Manufacturers say wood flooring prices last year…

Manufacturers expect prices in 2016 to…

Do you agree or disagree with the Lacey Act?

8%
Decrease
somewhat

33%
Increased
somewhat

50%

17%
Decreased
somewhat

Stayed the
same

• none answered “decreased dramatically” or
“increased dramatically”

29% Stay
the same

“More aware consumers wanting
‘real’ hardwood and nothing else.”

12%
Disagree

63%

88%

Increase
somewhat

What impact have manufacturers
seen after the “60 Minutes”
story on Lumber Liquidators?

Agree

• none answered
“decrease dramatically”
or “increase dramatically”

“Short-term interest in
formaldehyde compliance.”

L

“More customers questioning products,
but that is a good thing. The companies
that do the right thing will benefit.”

OCATED ALONG an old stagecoach
route in Metamora, a town of less
than 600 nestled among hills, ponds
and forests in southeastern Michigan,
is an aged and cozy community refuge called
The White Horse Inn. Î

* Numbers may not add up to 100 percent due to rounding.
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The Tree at The Inn
John Yarema installs a cherry tree floor
and more inside a 165-year-old inn

By Andrew Averill

Photos by Andrew Zecchini

www.hardwoodﬂoorsmag.com
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FEATURES
In-depth articles with some of the most anticipated coverage of the year, including the
Annual WFB State of the Industry Report with full coverage of WFB’s exclusive surveys
of wood flooring manufacturers, distributors and contractors. Wood in Design articles
showcase unique wood flooring projects from design inception to completion, while
A Day in the Life lets readers spend a day in the shoes of another contractor.
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FACT: A 2016 INDEPENDENT SURVEY
found that 98% of readers agree the magazine
is informative, credible, relevant to their work
and/or helps them succeed in their job.
(source: ReadEx report 2016)

■ ON THE JOB TROUBLESHOOTING

By Rick Jones

Are missing pieces of flooring
surface ‘normal’ wear?
The Problem

Larger-than-life metallic Spartans
on the new San Jose State University basketball floor created
an out-of-the-box challenge for
United Floor Services Inc.

I was called to inspect the wood flooring in a
new home in the Southeast due to splinters
and missing pieces of the flooring surface.

What Happened

Courtesy San Jose State University

■ ON THE JOB TECHNIQUES

Approximately 1,500 square feet of ⅜-by-5inch engineered flooring was glued to the OSB
subfloor throughout the first floor. The factoryfinished flooring was a scraped/wire-brushed
rotary-peeled hickory product with an HDF
core, a thin veneer and a brown stain.
The homeowners said the problems were
first noted during their walk-through two days
before moving in during late summer. They
reported their concerns to the builder on the
day they moved in, and in the months since
then, both parents and all four children had
gotten splinters in their socks and/or feet. Over
the months the splinters, along with areas that
looked “chipped” with small missing pieces of
the flooring, had gotten worse. In addition, one
board appeared to be coming apart. The builder
said this was “normal” for this type of flooring
and gave the homeowners a stain pen to touch
up the bare spots as they occurred; there was
no offer to do repairs. Another inspector had

How they do it

N

for their ability to travel long distances to a job, use their
Hardwood Floors ■ August|September 2016

their lines and walk miles back and forth to get finish on the floor.
AS16-Troublesh.indd
It wasn’t a niche involving much creativity or imagination,
and,

42

except for painting the lines, it didn’t require much finesse, either.
Times have changed. While coating
gyms still involves a lot of walking, what
happens before that final coat could
hardly be called boring. Today’s basketball
courts are in-your-face, with huge logos
and other wild graphics that are all about
branding. Many people date this trend to
the University of Oregon floor that debuted in 2010 (more on that in the sidebar
“Into the Woods” on page 45), with its
forest of tall fir trees that broke the mold

of traditional floors and even led to rule
changes in the NCAA.
The effects have been far-reaching.
While many NBA floors remain tame in
comparison, NCAA floors seem to compete to outdo each other, and high schools
and even junior highs and grade schools
are catching on to the trend. How do
wood floor pros execute the crazy designs?
HF talked to some gym floor specialists to
find out.
Continued on page 44
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What one tip would you give to
get better installs?

My journey from Army Ranger to
creative wood floor pro

The Inspection

I

From a standing position, I observed slivers
out of the face of boards, missing splinters on
the bevels, fiber tears from shake and chips out
of the face in scraped areas and shake areas. I
moved the couch and found lifted slivers of
shake. Inspecting on my knees, I could find no
scratching or denting in the finish at or near
the areas with missing pieces of wood.
I measured the moisture of the subfloor
at 13.5–14.5% MC, and the flooring between
7.2–8.6% MC. The humidity was 55.8% and the
temperature was 71 degrees Fahrenheit.
The excessive splintering, missing slivers
of wood and raised flaking shake are consistent with a manufacturing defect and possible
moisture-related issues on site at the time of
the installation of the hardwood floors.
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By Sam F. Jon
Biondo
Jr.
Kjell Nymark
Namba

Mike Dittmer

Roy Reichow

Precision Hardwood Floor
Services, Coquitlam, B.C.

Michael Dittmer Wood
Floors, Putnam, Ill.

National Wood Floor Consultants Inc., East Bethel,
Minn.

Jon Namba Services Inc.,
Salt Lake City
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it right.
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have areas,
one worker
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difficult
time
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instructors will be
like doorways, first so
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That way
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year, arrivethey
don’t become
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you protect
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go to
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problem
later.
trades, creatures or homeowners.
the slab (that is, adding a texture to the surface), but others do. The important thing you
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32 Hardwood3)
Floors
need to know about primers is they penetrate
MEASURE
YOUR WATER. Don’t mess around
and block the pores of the substrate. This is im- with your water—if the directions say to add
portant because it keeps the measured water in
5 quarts, add exactly 5 quarts. The scientific
the leveler mix, allowing the leveler to flow—
process happening with self-leveler is all based
AS16-TalkingShop.indd
that’s where the name “self-leveler”
came from. 32 on the water. I recently taught a school with 65
installers, and one guy admitted to me he rarely
does anything exactly by the book—except he
2) DON’T LET ANYTHING CONTAMINATE THE
always measures his water when he does selfPRIMER. Many guys like to prime the slab on
a Thursday night, for example, and then come
levelers, because he knows he has to.
back at some point Friday morning to pour
the self-leveler. In that time it’s possible three
4) LET THEM DRY LIKE A CAKE. The leveler mix
other trades have been on your floor—you’ve
starts off very fluid, and then a lot happens
got the electrician getting wax on the floor,
really fast. An easy way to think about this is
like a cake: If the top of the cake bakes or dries
faster than the middle or bottom, it shrinks
and ends up cracking. The same thing happens
with levelers as they are curing, so you need to
protect the leveler from direct air movement
from fans, air conditioner vents, air from under
doors, direct sunlight in front of windows, etc.
You are trying to allow the leveler to dry at the
same rate from both the top and bottom.

5/19/16 5:27 PM

S

These contractors
are using a grout
pump to spread the
self-leveler.
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By Matt Patrick

RECENTLY COMPLETED MY first “forest-to-floor” project. The entire
process took six months and more man-hours than I would like to admit, and while working on this installation, my mind wandered down

π

ot long ago, gym floor specialists were known mainly
riding sanders to sand vast expanses of maple, paint42

■ YOUR BUSINESS LIVE & LEARN

Know these tips for success with
self-levelers

Pulling off today’s bold basketball floors
By Kim M. Wahlgren

determined the problems were from rubber
mallets during installation, as well as wear from
the children and bad maintenance practices.
By the time of my inspection, the homeowners
reported more than 100 boards with splinters
and/or chips. They also reported that they do
not mop the floor; their only maintenance was
to vacuum it with a vacuum without a beater bar.

■ ON THE JOB TALKING SHOP

Find
Out
More

As you’re working on a
job, always think about
mitigating your risk.
If you’re in a situation
where it might help to
use some glue, use the
glue, use a good glue
and use plenty of it. If
you think there might
be a moisture issue,
spend the money
and take the time to
protect the floor. For
example, we recently
installed 5-inch plank
in a lake home with a
damp basement, so
we added a three-inone moisture retarder/
adhesive to the job.
Above all, always
follow the NWFA
Guidelines. If someone
says you did a poorquality job, you can
prove you provided
an above-and-beyond
quality installation that
exceeds the standards
used in an inspection.

Read the directions for
the products you are
using. Most manufacturers have proprietary
instructions that are
necessary for determining liability in
case something goes
wrong. If you have an
issue with a glue-down
job, the first thing an
inspector will do is
see if you followed the
directions from the
adhesive manufacturer
and the wood flooring
manufacturer. Most
of the time you can
find the directions
available online, so
you can access them
on your smartphone
or tablet while you’re
on a job. You’ll find
guidelines for things
like moisture testing,
subfloor flatness,
proper environmental
control and more.

www.hardwoodﬂoorsmag.com
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paths I’m not sure I’ve ever traveled down.
Those paths all seemed to revolve around my
decision to invest so much time and energy
into this project, especially considering that
at the time I began the work, I didn’t have a
home to install it in or a customer who wanted
to buy it! I had been asked numerous times
“Why are you doing all of this?” and struggled
to provide a good answer. Sometimes I would
reply vaguely, “Because it’s super cool!” Other
times I would say, “I like doing things that are
challenging.” And while each of those responses was true, they didn’t fully encompass the
rationale behind my mission. In an effort to

When I began my
forest-to-floor
project, I didn’t have
a customer to buy it
or a home where I
could install it.
20 Hardwood Floors ■ June|July 2016
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truly address my undertaking, I slowly began
to think about my experiences leading up to
this—my first truly custom job as a small-business owner—and the influences that guided
me to this point. Of all of those experiences, I
was able to focus on three key contributors: my
experiences in the Army, my NWFA education
and my family.
Two years after graduating from college, I
was working as a commercial credit analyst at
a regional banking institution. I was living the
typical cubical life; it wasn’t bad but it certainly
wasn’t what I dreamt about doing as a kid. After
some deep soul searching and lots of conversations with my parents and girlfriend (now my wonderful wife), I
decided to join the Army. The Army
is an interesting place, because it
has a way of showing you your true
colors. As in, if at your core you
are a hard charger and strive to be
the best, the Army will help pull
it out of you, and you can rise to
the top. Conversely, if at your core
The Homeowner’s Issue
you are lazy and content to coast
The homeowner noticed marks and scratches
through life doing the bare minihis prefinished wood floor. The retailer vismum, the Army can expose youinfor
ited his home and confirmed there were tiny
who you are. Another interesting
marks in the finish underneath the kitchen
caveat is that, at times, both of the
aforementioned individuals cantable, as well as scratches in the living room.
be promoted and paid the same.The retailer called the flooring manufacturer
and the manufacturer scheduled a National
While this can be frustrating for
Wood Flooring Association Certified Professome, it also means that personal
pride and competition are two sional flooring inspector.
of the most significant motivatThe Inspector’s Observations
ing factors for Army personnel.Roy:
I
I saw
thrived in the competitive arena
of checkered circles 1½ inch in diameter
Airborne school, Ranger schooletched
and into the finish underneath the kitchen
table’s legs. The pattern mirrored the shape of
the floor protector pads adhered under each
www.hardwoodﬂoorsmag.com
table leg. I noticed the protectors were rubber;
the manufacturer suggests felt protectors for
this product. In the living room, I observed a
scratch pattern consistent with toenails from
5/17/16
2:49The
PM homeowner spent thousands
a large
dog.
on the floor and was very upset it scratched
so easily, but throwing a tennis ball to a
125-pound dog isn’t what the finish manufacturer had in mind when it warrantied its
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Blake Nelson

Should this homeowner be
refunded for dog nail damage?
product. The homeowner also said he received
floor care instructions but didn’t have a chance
to read them.

Blake: The Attorney’s Analysis

In this case, I’ll assume that the prefinished
flooring is commonly used in higher-traffic
living areas and is expected to be reasonably
durable under normal conditions and use.
It is puzzling that the homeowner would
expect wear caused by the nails of a 125-pound
dog to be covered by warranty. That would
not be considered a normal use. However, the
marks from the floor protectors in the kitchen
are another story. Regardless of the floor protector material used on the bottom of the legs,
prefinished flooring that is damaged so easily
possibly should not have been sold for use under a kitchen table. Under the Uniform Commercial Code, products sold for a particular use
or purpose should be fit for such use or purpose. If the floor manufacturer only “suggested” felt but did not prohibit protectors made
of other material, using rubber protectors was
not unreasonable. In my opinion, both the retailer and the manufacturer would have some
responsibility for the kitchen floor—either the
product should be more durable if sold for use
in kitchens (manufacturer liability) or it should
never have been sold for use under a kitchen
table if it was not very durable (retailer liability).
As for the living room, I’d suggest the customer
install some carpeting if he wants to play fetch
with Fido in the house.

π

Blake R. Nelson is a construction-law attorney with Hellmuth & Johnson PLLC in Minneapolis. He can be reached
at bnelson@hjlawfirm.com. Roy Reichow is president at
National Wood Flooring Consultants Inc. and an NWFACPcertified inspector. Read his HF Inspector Blog at www.
hardwoodfloorsmag.com/blog. The opinions expressed
here are those of the individual contributors alone.

5) HONOR SAW CUTS AND EXPANSION
JOINTS. I see it all the time. If the thing that I
am stuck to moves, I’m going to move with it.
Self-leveler does the same thing. Mark where
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By Roy Reichow &
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ON THE JOB

YOUR BUSINESS

If it’s a skill necessary on the wood flooring job site, it’s covered in our collection
of On the Job columns in every issue of Wood Floor Business. Coverage here
includes: Talking Shop, From the Field, Troubleshooting, Techniques and more.

All the essentials of managing a wood floor business are found
in this section of the magazine, which provides useful guidance
from real-life wood flooring businesses. Columns in this section
include: Live & Learn, Legal Brief, Retail Q&A and Management.
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